THE POISSON KERNELS AND f HE
CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS
WITH ANALYTIC COEFFICIENTS
BY

YOSHIO KATO

1. Introduction. It is well known that the Cauchy problem for elliptic equations
with C'-data cannot always be solved, even if their coefficients are analytic and the
problem is local. In this paper we shall discuss relations between Cauchy data with
which the Cauchy problem has at least a local solution. Obviously one of the sufficient
conditions is that Cauchy data are all analytic (the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem).
In [2] J. Hadamard emphasizes that in order that the Cauchy problem for the
laplacian A have a solution, it is necessary for the Cauchy data to satisfy some
relation, and, in fact, states such a relation for A. Our result is an extension of that
for A to general linear elliptic operators.
Let Q. be a bounded domain containing in the half space R\+1 of the (n+ 1)dimensional euclidian space i?n+1 («^ 1) with coordinates x1;..., x„, / defined by
the relation t >0. We assume that the boundary of Si, 8Q., is of class C°° (for the
definition see §2) and contains a domain w of the hyperplane t=0. By a we denote
multi-indices (aj, ...,a„)
of nonnegative integers. Their sum is denoted by |a|.
With D¡ = 8/8Xjand real numbers i„ we set DX= (D1,..., Dn), D%= Dfi---D^ and
Consider a linear partial differential operator of even order

L(x, t; Dx, A) =

2

««*(*»
ODxDf,

\«l+ki2m

where Dt = 8¡8t and aak(x, t) are complex-valued analytic functions in a domain
containing the closure of Í2, D. We suppose further that L is properly elliptic in Q,
i.e., if l(x, t; Dx, Dt) is the part of order 2m of L(x, t; Dx, Dt), then for every real
(«+ 1)-vector dx,.. .,¿¡n, t)^0 and for every point (x, /)inll, we have/(x, t; £, t)#0,
and for every £#0 and for every (x, t) e O. the polynomial of t, ¡(x, t; f, t), has
exactly m roots tj(x, t; f),..., rm(x, t; £) with positive imaginary parts. It is clear

that every elliptic operator is properly elliptic if «a 2.
Consider next the set of linear partial differential operators with coefficients in

C°(8iï)(8il = Q.-£ï)
Bj(x, t ; Dx, Dt) =

2

buM, t)DxDkt,

\a\ + kiui
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where p¡ are exact order of A and p¡ < 2m. We assume that {A}f=i is a Dirichlet set,
i.e., (i) Pj^pic for j^k and (ii) if bt(x, t; £, t) is the part of order p¡ of B}, then we
have bj(x, t; n)^=0 when n^O is normal to 8Q. at (x, t), and that the set Bu ..., Bm
covers L, i.e., for every fixed real £^0 and (x, t) e 8Q. the polynomials b¡(x, t; $, t)
in t(J= 1,..., m) are linearly independent modrj^i
(T~ Tj(x, t; f)).
In §2 we shall prove the existence of the Poisson kernels for the system
{L, Bu ..., Bm, O, w} (see Theorem 2), using Theorem 1 which is nothing but a
simple application of the works of Schechter [7] and [8]. For homogeneous L, B,
with constant coefficients and for 0 = R\+1, the Poisson kernels have been already
constructed explicitly by Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg in [1]. In the last section we
consider the Cauchy problem

Lu = 0
(1)

in t > 0,

/ 8\k

I g-J u = </>k(x)onto,

k=l,...,2m,

and characterize relations between the Cauchy data <f>0,..., </>2m_1
with which the
problem (1) is locally solvable in the direction t>0, making use of the Poisson
kernels and of the regularity theory stated in the Appendix, where we give a theorem
concerning the analytic regularity at the boundary which is a slight improvement of
the results of Morrey-Nirenberg [6] (cf. Matsuzawa [4], [5]).

2. Poisson kernels. Throughout this section we suppose that O, to, L and
{A}f= i have the same meaning as in the introduction. Let L* be the formal adjoint

of/_:
L*v=

2

(-iyai+kDxDf(dakv),

\a\ + kS2m

where âak is the complex conjugate of aak. Then we can find another Dirichlet set

{Bj}f=i such that the equality
2m

(2)

(Lu,v)-(u,L*v)=

/•

2

/Ti Jon

BMB^-j+iv)-dS,

u,veC°°(Ö)

holds and {B'j}f=x covers L*, where dS is the element of surface and (u, v) is the
usual inner product in L2(Q.) (for the existence of such {A'}y=i see [7]).
For nonnegative integer s, we define the norm || • ||s by

MU- Í 2

if \DxVku\2dxdt)m-

Mal+ fcSs JJn

I

By H%Q.) we mean the Hubert space resulting from the completion of the set
C°°(Í2) by the norm |[• ||s. By the fact that 8Ü. is of class C" we mean the existence
of a finite open covering in Rn+1 of 80., {Uk},such that each O n Uk can be mapped
in a one-to-one way onto a hemisphere VR:y2+ ■■■+yl + r2<R2, t^O, by a mapping Tk which together with its inverse is infinitely differentiable and transforms
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80. n Uk onto aR:y\ + ■■■+yl < R2. Let {ak(x, t)} be a set of functions in C0x'(Rn+ x)
such that supp [afc]<=Uk and J,kak = \ on 80.. For g e Cm(80), we set
gk(y) = ^(TkKy,

0))g(Tk\y,

0))

= 0

on aR,
onRn-o-R.

For a nonnegative integer s, we define

(3)

<g,«>s= 2 fifr-^ö&iö)-

(4)

<S>? = <g, g>5,

#.

s>*e cœ(^).

g£C"(80),

where gfcis the Fourier transform of gk :
gk(0 = ¡e-^gk(y)

dy

(yf = y,(, + ■■■+yjn).

It follows that (3) and (4) satisfy all the properties of an inner product and norm,
respectively, and that there exists a constant Cs such that, for all veCco(80)
satisfying v=g on 80,

(5)

<g>sÚ c.H,.

Now we can state
Theorem 1. Let I be an integer satisfying />(«+1)/2. There then exists a linear
mapping M on Hl(0) into Hl+2m(0) such that for every fe Hl(0)

(6)
(7)

L(Mf) = f

in O,

Bk(W) = 0 on en,

k — 1,..., m,

\\Mf\\l+2mú c;n/|„

where C[ is a constant not depending on f and it should be noted that H' +2m(0)

= C2m(0) (cf. Sobolev's lemma).
Proof. We employ the same reasoning as in the proof (of sufficiency) of Theorem
5.2 in [8]. Let £ be in Cœ(80) such that £ = 0 on a>and £^0 on 80-to. It then
follows from (5) and the coercive inequality for L*, {B',)f=1 that the estimate

(8) c-ltiLá

II2
\\L*v\\2+2<B»L-u;+2 <&»í»>¡»-.í+HS£c|M|
Il2m
j=\

i-m + 1

holds for ail v e Cx(0) and so for all v e H2m(0), c being a positive constant not
depending on v and ¡i!jthe order of B). The ellipticity of L* and the analyticity of its
coefficients guarantee that v vanishes identically in O if it satisfies

L*v = 0 in O,
B'jV= 0

on oo,for j = 1,...,

m,

= 0 on 80 —tu,for y = 1,..., 2m,
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noting that the set {B'¡}2™x
is a Dirichlet set. Therefore (8) holds without the term

HI
Application of Lax-Milgram's theorem gives us that for every fe Hl(0) we can
find a w e H2m(0) such that
m

2m

[w,v] = (L*w,L*v)+ 2 <B'jW,
5>>2m-«;+ 2
(9)

j=i

= (f, v),

<?*>, £*»„„-„}

j = m+ l

v £ H2m(0).

Moreover the regularity theory shows us we H' +im(0.) (see [7]). It will then be
clear that such a w is uniquely and linearly determined for every fe H'(0). Define
M by Mf=L*w. Then we see easily with the aid of (2) and (9) that M is a linear
mapping on H'(0) into H, +2m(0) and satisfies (6) if /> («+1)/2.
Next we must prove the continuity of M. Taking v = w in (9) we can deduce,
from (8) without the term \\vl2, the inequality
c-1\\w\\22m^(f,w)gc\\w\\22m.

Thus we have, with some constant c' > 0,

\\Mf\\oÚ c'UWo, feW(0).
From this we obtain immediately that M is closed, i.e., if a sequence/ converges to
/in H'(0) and Mf- does to u in Hl + 2m(0), then u = Mf By the closed graph theorem
we can assert that M is a continuous mapping on H'(0) into Hl +2m(0). Thus (7) is

obtained. Q.E.D.
Finally we state a theorem on existence of the Poisson kernels :
Theorem 2. Let q be an integer with the same parity as n satisfying q > 4m + (n + 1)/2.
There then exist functions

WUq(x, t; y) in C2m(Oxt) (j= 1,...,

m)for every fixed y in

Rn such that
(i) D%Dk WUq(x, t ; y) are continuous in (x, t;y)e

Oxt x Ryfor every a, k satisfying

\a\+k^2m,
(ii) if we regard W},9(x, t; ■) as a distribution on Rn for fixed (x, t), then kernels

(10)

K,(x, t;y) = Aj»+*» Wu¿x, t;y)

(j=l,...,m)

(Aj, = 2JL ! (8/8y¡)2) are the Poisson kernels for the system {L, Bu ..., Bm, O, to}, i.e.,
for any </>,e Co(Rn) the function defined by
m

/•

u(x,t)= 2 Ua*>';.>0¿íO0#'
satisfies
Lu = 0

/« Ü,

-ß/c" = <p\ a« to,

k = 1,...,
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Proof. From (7) and Sobolev's
H2m+'(0)<=C2m(0)and

(11)

lemma we can derive that,

\Mf\2m,nú C¡\\fl,

325
if />(«+l)/2,

feH\0),

where C" is a constant and

l"U=

2

SUP¡VxDWx,t)\-

Ia| + käs

(x.fíeCl

Let q be as in Theorem 2 and Eq(x) be a fundamental solution of A(x+9)l2belonging to C ~1(Rn)(as such one we can take, following Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg

[1],

where the principal branch of the logarithm in complex plane slit along the negative
real axis is taken, doo( is the area element on the unit sphere |f| = l and
xf=x1£i+ • • • +x„!n). Since the set {-ß,}?=i is a Dirichlet set, we can then find m
functions VUq(x,t; y) (j= 1,..., m) such that
(a) DxDkVUq(x, t; y) are continuous in (x, t; y) e Oxl x R". for all a, k satisfying
|a| +k^q —2m,
(b) if we denote by 8jk the Kronecker delta, then
BkVjq(x, t;y) = 8jkEQ(x-y)

on o,

k = l,...,m.

Put

fi$(x, t) = -L(x, t; Dx, Dt)Vj.,(x, t; y).
This and all its derivatives

up to order N=[(n+\)/2]+\

are continuous

in

OxtxR^. Applying Theorem 1 with l=Nto f(x, t)=f}?q\x, t) and putting

Huq(x,t;y) = M(fW,
we obtain from (11)

\Hi¡Q(->-;y)\2m,núcnfi%%From this and (a) we can immediately conclude (i) of Theorem 2 if we put
Wuq(x, t;y)=

VUq(x, t; y) + HUq(x, t; y).

Moreover we then have, with (b),
LXitWUq(x,t;y) = Q
BkWUq(x, 0;y) = 8jkEq(x-y)

Let <f>i
e Co*(Rn)(j=\,...,
for each/

in O,
on o>.

m). It then follows from (i) of Theorem 2 and (12) that,

JKj(x,t; y^y) dy = j WUq(x,
i;^^«»^)
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satisfies

Lu = 0

in Q

BkU = &jk<f>jon co,

k = I,.. .,m.

This gives the proof of (ii). Q.E.D.
3. Cauchy problem. Let L, O and to be the same as those in §1 and let us take
(S/Sn)''1 0=1,...,
2«î) as boundary operators Bj in §1, where 8/8n is the inner
normal derivative to 80. It is clear that the set {(8/8ri)'~l}*ïi is a Dirichlet set. A
sequence of integers v = (v1,.. .,vm)is said to be admissible if0^v1<--<vm^2m—l

and if the set (3/3«)%...,
(8/d«)v»>covers all properly elliptic operators (cf. the
notion "completely elliptic" in Hörmander [3]). If v is admissible, we can see from
§2 that the Poisson kernels of the form (10):

Kf(x,t;y) = ^r^2W^(x,t;y)
for the system {L, (3/3«)vi,...,

(3/d«)vm, Q, to} always exist.

Theorem 3. Let v = (vu .. .,vm) be an admissible sequence. With the Cauchy data
</>o,■■-, </>2m-iin Co(Rn) the Cauchy problem (I) is locally solvable in the direction

t>0, if and only if m functions

hk(x)-2

\[^jkW^(x,Q;y)A^^2^(y)dy

are all analytic in to. Here v'u ...,

(k = l,...,m)

v'mis a sequence such that 0á v'i <•••<»'«

á2m— 1

and v'k^ v¡for all k, j.
Proof. Let u be a solution of (1) with Cauchy data <f>0,..., </>2m-1
in Cô(Rn). Then
m

» = «-2

<*

\Kr\x,t;y)<Pv¡(y)dy

satisfies

Lv = 0 in t > 0,
7-1 v = 0

on w,

k = l,...,m.

Thus we can conclude with the aid of the Appendix that </>k(x)
= (8/8tykv(x, 0), that is,

(13) Ux) = K(x)- 2 J(|)VVf >(x,0; y)A^2<t>Vl(y)
dy

(k = l,...,m)

are all analytic in cu.Conversely, let<p0,..., <p2m-1be arbitrarily given in Cô(Rn). If
m functions </>k(x)
(k = l,..., m) defined by (13) are all analytic in cu, we can then

find a solution of (1). Indeed, let v be a solution of the Cauchy problem

Lv = 0
(8/8t)viv = 0

in t > 0,
on w,

(8/8ty'kv = i/ik on eu,

j = 1,...,
k = I,..
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(we can solve this by the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem) ; then we can conclude from

(13) that

„ = v+ 2 f W%(x,t; y)A<»+«>'2¿v/y)
dy
is a solution of (1). The proof is thus complete.
Appendix. Let L(x, t; Dx, A) be a properly elliptic partial differential operator
of order 2«î with analytic coefficients defined in a neighborhood of a hemisphere
Zp:x2+-+xl + t2<p2, t>0, and Bx(x; Dx, Dt),..., Bm(x; Dx, Dt) be linear
partial differential operators of order /*, < 2m with analytic coefficients defined in
the planary boundary of 1¡„, o0:x2-\-\-xl<p2
such that the following are

fulfilled:
(i) lljïnkÎOTJïk,

(ii) if b¡(x, Dx, A) is the part of order p.fof B„ then we have b¡(x; 0, 1)^0 for
all x e oR,
(iii) the set Blt..., Bm covers L.
Before stating our theorem we have to introduce some notations and to prepare
a few lemmas according to Morrey-Nirenberg [6]. For weC°°(EB) (R<p) and
<l>
e Cô(Rn) we define two norms, respectively, fory'=0, 1,...,

l«;2*li = (J]" \uU)\2dxdt)jm,

where ua) is a vector function {DxDku; |oc|+ A:=y} and "inf" is taken over all
functions v in Cô(Rn++1) which equal </>on t=0. Finally we set

L°(DX, Dt) = 1(0,0; Dx,Dt),
B°(DX, Dt) = ¿>/0; D„ A),
where l(x, t; Dx, Dt) is the leading part of L.
The following Lemma is given in [1].
Lemma 1. Assume u is in Co(Rn++1) such that supp [m]cSb u o-r (R<p).
there exists a constant K^2) such that

Then

|M;Ss|2m Ú ^1(|Z-°W;2«|o+ 2 [Bfu]2m.u\.
Í1) We can easily see that this norm is equivalent to one employed in §2 (cf. (3), (4) and (5)):

<t>i = ]\t\2'~1\<KO\2dL4£Cg'(Rn),

i.e., there exists a constant c, such that c,-1^)^

WLâc,<^>,,

*6C,-(Ä").
(z) From now on we shall use the symbols A:,, K( to denote constants depending only on
n,L° and£?(./=l.m).
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Lemma 2. Assume u is in C°°(SB u oR). There then exists a constant K2 such that,

for 0<r<r+8<R,

8<r,
(2m

m

|L°M;Sr +í|o+2

o-*|M;Sr +d|2m_,+ 2

n=i

where iub(x, t) = h(((\x\2 + t2)ll2-r)/8)

h(r)=lfor

\

[ir.eBfu]2m.J,

i=i

I

with a fixed function « e CK(R1) satisfying

rgO andh(r) = 0for t^I.

Lemma 2 is easily derived from Lemma 1 and the definition of the norm [•],,
noting that there exists a constant Ck such that

(10

sup \&ix, 01 Ú Cmk8-k.
(x,t)eXR

We need some further notations: for/

MnJf)

,-,,.

= (piy '

NR,P(") = [P'-V1

u in C°°(2B)

sup (/c.-r)a" +*|/;Sr|p>

p = 0,l,...,

sup

p = -2m,-2m

eRër<R

(R-r)2m+*\u;*r\2m+p,

+ l,..

.,

eR¿r<R

andfor!)eC"(2sUas)

(3')

Fgp(v)- (j»!)"1 sup (Ä-rr^l^k.,,

p-0,1,...,

eRSr<R

where e=l-l/2ro,

{,=&.* with S= (7?-r)/(/>+l),

and |>!]=/>! for/>^0

and

[/>!]= 1 for/7<0.
Lemma 3. Suppose u is in C°°(XB u <rB).77¡e« there exists a constant K3 such that,

forp>0,
(2m

m

\

MR,p(L°u)
+ 2 Na,p.q(u)+2 PkUBfu)).
This lemma is an immediate consequence of the preceding one.
Now we can prove
Theorem 4. Let u be a solution in C2m(Sfl u a0) of the system

(4')

Lu = f

in SD,

BjU = 0

ono-p,

j = 1,...,

m.

If fis analytic in a neighborhood of1¡0, then u is analytic on X„ u ap.

Proof. To prove this theorem we have only to assert the analyticity of the u in
some neighborhood of the origin. It is, first of all, clear that u is in C°Ç£>Pu a0)
(see Theorem 15.3 in [1]). As a consequence, if we can establish the following
inequalities

(5')

NR<p(u)g MX", R g üj g 1,

p = -2m, -2m+l,...,

for some fixed constant M, X^ 1 and 7?x< p, we can deduce Theorem 4 from (5')
and a slight modification of the proof of Lemma 2.3 in [6],
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We write the system (4') in the form

L°u =f+(L°-L)u

inZ.,

B?u = (BJ - B,)u

on <j0,

j=\,...,m,

and L°-L, Bf-Bj in the forms
2m

(L°-L)u = 2 a«(x, t)ui2m-"\

(T)

<=°

(Bf-B,)u = f bUq(x)u^-"\
with a0(0, 0)=0 and bj0(0)=0. The analyticity of/ a, and bUqguarantee that we
can find numbers A ^ 2, H and Ä0= 1»^o < P, such that

\fURoúplHA",
(8')

N^^li/^,
K(x,0|

|6,.,|,>ako^/>!Ä4P,
^ ^(|x|

+ |i|),

|è,,0(x)| â HA\x\

inEBo.

Application of Lemma 3 gives us, with the aid of (6') and (7'), that if R á R0, for

all/>>0
(2m

2m

^«.pUh2 ^«>,"<M)+ 2 ^.p-«(«)
g=0

(9')
v '

5=1
m

hi

\

+2
2 ^Ábi.^-q>)
•
í=i«=o
/

First we find, with the aid of (2'), (8') and Leibniz' formula that for R^R0 andp>0
MR,P(f) ^ HKiR2m +in+ 1)l2(ARy,
2m

{m

P

2o MR<p(aqu^-<»)
Ú HARNr,p(u)+ h2

+ H2 2A-"[^\
q=l

i=0

\"'*

/ j m|

(^)

I

NRtP.t(u)

NRtP_q_t(u).

From (3') we have, recalling the definition of the norm [-L,

FR%(bhqu<»>-<»)
ï (piy'Ki

sup (R-rr»+'\Ub,jfi>r*p>;2t+Jim-H.

Using (1'), (8') and Leibniz' formula we obtain, for/
O^á/x, and eR^r<R,

q and r such that 1 újúm,

ju.<¡)—
\r th )/"<-«>Vp'-T.
I
— \ir\Oj,qU
»
1 > i'r + 6\2m-uj

■<r

2m-Uf

= ^3 2
fc=0

p + 2m-uj-k

s-k

,

«

,.

2

p+2B;"ri*!yt2'-l-'-";5;«i,.

t=o

\

'

/
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From this we obtain, for/?>0,
O?!)"1

SUp

(R-r)2m

+ P¡U.O)

efiár<B

(1\2m

(2m-ui

I

2m + p-ut-k

1+¿) HÍ2(!<+l)k[¿RN*,,-¿u)+

2

\\

(ARfN^-^lu)^

and when q^l
(pi)-1

sup

(R-r)2m

+ "I}i-")

sRSr<R
na»

(na»

1+i

a»-»)
2m-it)

7/2

PI

fc=0

antp-ii|-i
2m + p-ii)-k

(A:+1)'C 2

¡=o

A-'lARY+'N^-t-t-M-

Consequently
m

u¡

2 2 ¿».y^)
\11

J

/

2m

2m 2m + p-k

¿ Ai[HAR 2 NH,P-M+ H 2
\

)c=0

fc=0

2

\

(^^)WB.,-fc_,(«)•

1= 1

/

It follows from (9'), (10') and (11') that
(2m

HR2m+<n+1)l2(ARY+ HARNR,p(u)+ HAR 2 NR,p_k(u)
k=l

2m 2m+p-k

+ //2
k=0

2m

2

\

(AR)lNRtP_k_,(u)+2 iVa.p_fc(ii)
•

t=l

k=l

/

Hence, if we set
Rl = mm{2^HA'Ro)'

the inequality
(2m

hr2^-+di2{ar)p+h

2m+p-fe

2

2

\

(^w«.,.,-^)

+(i+2«y2 #„.,_*(«)
holds for 7?^ Ri and />> 0.
Using (12') we can finally establish the inequality (5') with

A = 6 + 6^ + 3^7?!,
M = 2KiHR2m+ín+1»2

+ X2m\u;XRl\2m.

Thus the proof is completed.
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